Humane Reference Style

References should follow the ‘Humane’ System. They should be numbered in the order in which they appear in the text. See the examples below. Book and journal titles should appear in italics. 

Note: Avoid use of ‘ibid.’, ‘op cit’, ‘loc. cit.’, or other Latin terms.

War in History’s method of citation is to give a full bibliographic reference at the first citation. In subsequent citations, give the author’s name, a shortened title, and the page(s) reference.

(a) **Book:** Author, *title* (place of publication: publisher, date), volume number (in roman capital numerals), page reference


(b) **Edited Collections:** Author, title of essay, in editor, *book title* (place of publication: publisher, date), page reference.


Subsequently: Lindley, ‘Catholics’, p. 150.


(c) **Journal Articles:** Author, title, *journal volume number* (date), page references.


Subsequently: Roebuck, ‘Evingham,’ p. 75.

Journal articles published ahead of print:

(d) Edited Texts:

(e) Edited Documents:

Subsequently: *CSPD*, 1603-10, p. 555.

(f) Archival references:
Cardwell to Russell, 3 Nov. 1865, Russell papers, FO 30/22/156, The National Archives, London (TNA).
Subsequently: Cardwell to Russell, 3 Nov. 1865, FO 30/22/156, TNA.

Online archival referencing: